
1. Introduction

Holdups arise in bilateral trade when speci�c investments are involved and contracting is incomplete. Speci�c

investments, which create more value inside a relationship or a transaction than outside, render market

forces unreliable in disciplining the parties not to behave opportunistically. Contracts could be used to

correct opportunism if investment-related information can be speci�ed. That is often di�cult, though.1 The

resulting incompleteness of contracts together with opportunistic expropriation by the trading partner, means

that parties will invest at less than the socially optimal levels (Paul Grout, 1984; Oliver Williamson, 1985;

Jean Tirole, 1986; Oliver Hart and John Moore, 1988; and Jerry Green and Jean-Jacques La�ont, 1988). The

holdup problem has led many authors to propose various organizational interventions as remedies, ranging

from vertical integration (Benjamin Klein, Robert Crawford and Armen Alchian, 1978; Williamson, 1979),

exchanging hostages (Williamson, 1983), shifting property rights (Sanford Grossman and Hart, 1986; and

Hart and Moore, 1990), allocating control rights (Philippe Aghion and Patrick Bolton, 1992), to designing

an authority relationship (Aghion and Tirole, 1997).2

Recently, however, the incomplete contracting paradigm has been challenged by several authors who

argue that simple (incomplete) contracts can solve the holdup problem. Tai-Yeong Chung (1991), Aghion,

Mathias Dewatripont and Patrick Rey (1994), and Georg N�oldeke and Klaus Schmidt (1995) analyze con-

tracts that, while incomplete, can achieve the e�cient outcome. In these papers, if the contract speci�es an

ex post ine�cient level of trade, the parties renegotiate to the e�cient level. An important aspect of renego-

tiation in all of these papers is that one party holds the entire bargaining power.3 That party, by essentially

becoming a residual claimant to the transaction, has the incentive to invest e�ciently.4 While the schemes

developed in these papers are ingenious, the assumption that bargaining power can be manipulated ex ante

and enforced seems incongruous with an environment that renders contracting incomplete. For example, in

Chung's model, the initial contract stipulates that one party has the right to make a take-it-or-leave-it o�er

1 The di�culty is for many reasons. For instance, speci�c investments often take a non-monetary, in-
tangible form, such as human capital investment. Also, the investor might be able to shift costs from one
investment to another. Contracting on the gains to trade is also problematic because speci�c investments
often deliver bene�ts that are non-standard and idiosyncratic, making objective measures of the bene�ts
unlikely to be available.

2 The focus of this paper is contracting, but our conclusions section briey discusses implications of our
results for some of these organizational responses.

3 This feature of one party holding all the bargaining power arises in di�erent ways in these papers. Chung
(1991) simply assumes it. N�oldeke and Schmidt (1995) generate it through the use of a particular bargaining
procedure. Aghion, Dewatripont and Rey (1994), through an elaborate scheme of bonding, which controls
the \patience" of parties, endogenize the design of a renegotiation game with this feature. Their scheme will
not work if parties face �nancial constraints, and is rarely seen in practice.

4 The other party's incentive to invest arises through the initial contract's speci�cation of a status quo
outcome, an outcome that will be implemented if the renegotiation breaks down. Investing improves the
weak party's position in the status quo outcome, and an appropriate choice of the status quo outcome leads
to e�cient investment.
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in the renegotiation phase. The other party can accept the o�er or reject it, which ends the game. Such a

scheme may not work if the parties cannot commit to end the game in the event of a rejected o�er (and not

engage in countero�ers).

Aaron Edlin and Stefan Reichelstein (1996a,b) avoid criticism about ex ante manipulation of bargaining

power. They suppose that the parties have exogenously-speci�ed bargaining power. Their scheme begins

with a simple contract that speci�es a �xed trade price and quantity. After realizing the gains to trade, the

parties renegotiate to the quantity that is ex post e�cient, with the bargaining surplus divided between them

according to their relative bargaining strengths. This renegotiation process by itself generates less than full

incentives for the investments, leading to underinvestment. However, each party has an additional incentive

to invest in order to improve his status quo (disagreement) outcome. (Increased investment by the seller

to reduce cost, for example, improves her status quo payo� by decreasing her cost of producing the status

quo quantity.) Edlin and Reichelstein show that, with certain conditions, an appropriately chosen initial

contract can provide the right incentives for investments.

Edlin and Reichelstein's e�ciency result is limited by their restriction on the nature of the speci�c

investments. They, and most of the literature on speci�c investments, suppose that a seller invests to reduce

her cost or a buyer invests to increase his bene�t from the procured good or service (henceforth called \sel�sh

investments"). Our interest is in \cooperative investments" that generate a direct bene�t for the trading

partner. A cooperative investment is \pure" if it o�ers no (or negative) accompanying direct bene�ts to the

investor, and it is \hybrid" if it o�ers direct bene�ts to both parties, i.e., has both cooperative and sel�sh

elements.

Cooperative investments have received little attention, despite being common in practice and present

in several classic settings.5 For example, the famous General Motors-Fisher Body example deals with Fisher

Body's decision of whether to build a plant adjacent to General Motors. Such an arrangement, by lowering

shipping costs and improving supply reliability, o�ered bene�ts to both parties (i.e., a hybrid investment).

Another important example is the principal-agent literature, which, while not explicit about it, generally

analyzes cooperative investments (i.e., e�ort made by the agent that directly bene�ts the principal).6 Other

common examples of cooperative investments include quality-enhancing R & D e�orts by suppliers and

5 Bentley McLeod and James Malcomson (1993) and Yeon-Koo Che and Chung (1995) are the �rst
theoretical treatments of cooperative investments. The latter paper derives a special case of the irrelevance
of contracting result that we develop here. It assumes a binary production technology and deals only with
�xed-price contracting schemes. (Its focus is on alternative legal rules for breach of a contract.) Douglas
Bernheim and Michael Whinston (1995) also observe di�culties with motivating cooperative investments.

6 In the standard principal-agent setting, the agent's e�ort is unobserved by the principal but there exists
a veri�able signal of that investment (e.g., quantity or quality of output) which is contractible (see, for
example, Bengt Holmstrom (1979)). In our setting, both parties observe several signals of investments,
including their levels, but none of them are veri�able.
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workers simply \paying attention" to their jobs.

Cooperative investments are critically important in modern manufacturing, where the adoption of quick

response inventory systems and exible manufacturing approaches has increased the need for coordination

across di�erent production stages. Such coordination often requires investments of time and resources that

have cooperative elements. For example, Banri Asanuma (1989) describes how suppliers customize parts

for buyers even when \speci�c investments...have to be incurred to implement such customization" (p. 14).

Also, Toshihiro Nishiguchi (1994) reports that suppliers \send engineers to work with [automakers] in design

and production. They play innovative roles in ... gathering information about [the automakers'] long-term

product strategies" (p. 138). David Burt (1989) describes how demands on suppliers can go beyond just

designing components to developing speci�cations to test equipment and acquiring test software.

It can also be the buyer who makes a cooperative investment. Xerox incorporates supplier-designed

components into many of its products, which requires idiosyncratic adaptations of production lines and pro-

cedures to individual suppliers (Burt, 1989). An electrical utility can customize its turbines to accommodate

the lower grade of coal produced by a nearby mine. Some Japanese automakers pay for consultants to

work with suppliers, possibly for months, to improve production methods (Je�rey Dyer and William Ouchi,

1993). After Honda chose Donnelly Corporation as its sole supplier of mirrors for its US-manufactured cars,

\Honda sent engineers swarming over the two Donnelly plants, scrutinizing the operations for kinks in the

ow. Honda hopes Donnelly will reduce costs about 2% a year, with the two companies splitting the savings"

(Myron Magnet, 1994). Vauxhall \regularly works in partnerships with suppliers to improve e�ciency and

trim costs. It reckons to have helped suppliers reduce costs by 30-40% of late" (The Engineer, 1996).

Retail examples of cooperative investments abound, too. Kraft created cross-functional business teams

for its major retail customers. After a six-month study, one team recommended a reorganization of a retailer's

dairy case and the introduction of new products. The retailer experienced a 22% increase in volume and fewer

stock-outs, and Kraft realized a similar increase in its sales through better positioning of its high-demand

products (Nirmalya Kumar, 1996).

In political lobbying or other settings involving exchange of favors, the party who �rst executes its favor

can be viewed as making a cooperative investment if there is a relation-speci�c element to its action. For

instance, when an individual contributes to the campaign of a politician in the hope of gaining political

inuence, the contribution is a \sunk investment" since there is no binding assurance that the favor will be

repaid.

Cooperative and sel�sh forms of speci�c investments both face the threat of post-contractual holdup.

Yet, our results show that contracts perform very di�erently with these two types of investments. Our
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speci�c �ndings are as follows. First, regardless of the degree to which the investments are cooperative,

e�ciency can be realized if the parties credibly commit not to renegotiate their contract. Our second and

more important result treats the case of parties who cannot commit not to renegotiate the contract. Like

Edlin and Reichelstein (1996a,b), we suppose that the bargaining shares of the parties are exogenously

speci�ed. We show that if investments are su�ciently cooperative, then there exists an intermediate range

of bargaining shares for which contracting has no value; i.e., contracting o�ers the parties no advantages

over ex post negotiation. As the investments become more cooperative, the range for which contracting is

worthless expands; and it covers the entire range if both investments are purely cooperative. Lastly, even if

the cooperative nature of the investments is su�ciently weak that contracting has value, an e�cient outcome

may not be possible.

Others have noted the limited nature of contracting. Stewart Macaulay (1963) observed that business

transactions often do not resort to explicit contracts. Bernheim and Whinston (1995), Dewatripont and

Eric Maskin (1995), and Kathryn Spier (1992) show that, while contracting is valuable, the parties may

rationally choose to leave the contract incomplete. Closest to our result is Ilya Segal (1996), who shows that

contracting becomes worthless as the complexity of the environment increases without bound. His focus on

sel�sh investments distinguishes the current paper.7

The next section describes our model. Section 3 develops two benchmark outcomes: the e�cient out-

come and the outcome resulting from ex post negotiation with no initial contract. Section 4 establishes the

e�ciency result assuming that the parties can prevent renegotiation. Section 5 studies the case of rene-

gotiation and develops our main result on the irrelevance of contracting. Conclusions appear in Section

6.

2. Model

We consider a two-stage game between a buyer and a seller, both of whom are risk neutral. In the �rst

stage, the buyer and the seller make relation-speci�c investments b � 0 and s � 0, respectively. In the second

stage, the level of trade, q � 0, is determined. The buyer's (gross) value from purchasing q is v(q; �; �; b; s),

and the seller's cost of producing q is c(q; �; �; b; s), where � and � are random variables drawn from [0; 1]

by continuously di�erentiable cumulative distribution functions G(�jb) and F (�js), respectively. It is useful

to de�ne the state as � � (�; �; b; s) 2 � � [0; 1]2�<2
+.

Our speci�cations of the value and cost functions are fairly general, compared with those used in the

existing literature. Our speci�cations permit an investment by the seller (resp. buyer) to a�ect both the

7 Segal assumes that investment a�ects only the e�cient trade choice, so the Edlin and Reichelstein
(1996a,b) approach is not applicable.
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buyer's value and the seller's cost of production, directly as well as indirectly through the random variable,

� (resp. �). Many existing models consider only sel�sh investments and permit only direct e�ects to be

present (see Hart and Moore (1988), Chung (1991), Aghion, Dewatripont and Rey (1994), N�oldeke and

Schmidt (1995), and Edlin and Reichelstein (1996a,b)). That is, the random state variables are assumed to

be independent of the investment choices. Our model reduces to this special case if Fs(�j�) = 0 and Gb(�j�) = 0.

(Throughout, a subscript is used to denote a partial derivative.) We make the following assumptions:

Assumption 1: v and c are continuously di�erentiable in all arguments.

Assumption 2: For any � 2 �, v(0; �) = c(0; �) = 0, v(q; �) and c(q; �) are nondecreasing in q, and

v(q; �) � c(q; �) is negative for q > M for some M <1.

Assumption 3: For any q > 0, v(q; �) � c(q; �) is nondecreasing in �, and bounded above by some N <1

for any (q; �) 2 <+ ��.

Assumption 4: Fs(�js) � 0 and Gb(�jb) � 0 for any (�; �; b; s) 2 �.

Assumptions 1-3 imply that, for any realized state � 2 �, the maximum net joint surplus,

�(�) � max
q�0

v(q; �) � c(q; �);

is well de�ned, di�erentiable, and is bounded above for all � 2 �. Finally, Assumption 4 means that the

investments by the buyer and the seller (weakly) increase � and �, respectively, in the sense of the �rst-order

stochastic dominance.

The Nature of Investments. The nature of the speci�c investments can be characterized by the identities

of the parties that directly bene�t from the investments. The seller's investment, s, is cooperative if the

buyer's value v(q; �; �; b; s) increases with (�; s) for q > 0. (In this case, the seller's investment increases the

value directly, and through the realization of �, given Assumption 4.) The seller's investment is sel�sh if

her cost of production, c(q; �; �; b; s), decreases with (�; s). Likewise, the buyer's investment is cooperative

if c(q; �; �; b; s) decreases with (�; b), and sel�sh if v(q; �; �; b; s) increases with (�; b), for q > 0.

For later analysis, it is useful to characterize the extent to which a given investment is cooperative. For

the seller's investment, s, we de�ne the following two measures:

� � inffk 2 [0; 1]j kvx(q; �) + (1� k)cx(q; �) � 0; 8x = � and s; 8(q; �) 2 <+ � �g;

and

�� � inffk 2 [0; 1]j kvx(q; �) + (1� k)cx(q; �) � �(1 � k)�x(�); 8x = � and s; 8 (q; �) 2 <+ � �g;
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if the sets are nonempty, and each measure equals 1 if the respective set is empty. By Assumption 3 and the

envelope theorem, the right hand sides of the inequalities in the second measure are nonpositive, so �� � �.

Small values of � and �� mean that the seller's investment is highly cooperative. Partial derivatives vs and

v� will be relatively large if the seller's investment is highly cooperative. So, even if cs and c� are negative

(sel�sh element), a small k can cause both kvs+(1�k)cs and kv�+(1�k)c� to be nonnegative for all (q; �).

In the extreme case of a purely cooperative investment by the seller (i.e., (vs; v�; cs; c�) > (0; 0; 0; 0), for all

(q; �)),8 � = �� = 0. In the other extreme of a purely sel�sh investment (i.e., (vs; v�; cs; c�) < (0; 0; 0; 0), for

all (q; �)), � = 1.9

Similarly, we de�ne the corresponding two measures for the buyer's investment:

� � supfk 2 [0; 1]j kvy(q; �) + (1� k)cy(q; �) � 0; 8y = � and b; 8(q; �) 2 <+ � �g

and

�� � supfk 2 [0; 1]j kvy(q; �) + (1� k)cy(q; �) � k�y(�); 8y = � and b; 8(q; �) 2 <+ ��g;

if the sets are nonempty, and each measure equals 0 if the respective set is empty. As before, the conditions

in the second measure are less onerous than those in the �rst measure, so �� � �. High values of �

and �� mean that the buyer's investment is highly cooperative. A purely cooperative investment by the

buyer (with (c� ; cb; v�; vb) < (0; 0; 0; 0) for all (q; �)) has � = �� = 1 and a purely sel�sh investment (with

(c� ; cb; v�; vb) > (0; 0; 0; 0) for all (q; �)) has � = 0.

Timing. Figure 1 depicts the sequence of events. The parties contract at date 0. At date 1, the parties

invest, followed by realizations of � and � at date 2. At date 3, if the initial contract involves a menu,

the speci�c contract terms are chosen (by the initially designated party, such as the buyer, seller or both).

The chosen contract terms are then enforced, unless they are renegotiated. We consider two possibilities for

renegotiation. First, the parties can commit not to renegotiate the contract, so the terms of contract chosen

at date 3 are enforced at date 4. In the second possibility, the parties cannot commit not to renegotiate the

contract, in which case renegotiation can take place between date 3 and date 4. Throughout, we focus on

subgame perfect equilibrium as a solution concept.

Information. We assume that both parties observe (�; �; b; s) after date 2, but that these variables are

not veri�able, so no other parties can observe them. This assumption precludes contracts directly contingent

on these variables. The quantity of trade and transfer payments exchanged between the parties, and the

8 As usual, the vector inequality means that each component is nonnegative with at least one component
being strictly positive.

9 If, in addition, cqs < 0, vqs � 0, and Fs = Gb = 0, as was assumed in Chung (1991) and Edlin and
Reichelstein (1996a,b), then �� = 1.
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parties' reports about (�; �; b; s) are veri�able, however. The most general form of contracting can therefore

specify a menu of quantity-transfer pairs as functions of the parties' reports about (�; �; b; s).10

Renegotiation. We assume that renegotiation results in an e�cient quantity of trade. The bargain-

ing positions of the parties are exogenously determined. Speci�cally, the parties share the surplus from

bargaining, with the seller receiving a fraction � 2 [0; 1].11

3. Two Benchmark Outcomes

This section determines both the �rst-best and Williamson outcomes. The latter assumes ex post

negotiations without an initial contract. Since the parties receive less than full marginal returns to their

investments, they will be seen to make ine�cient investment choices. These two regimes provide useful

benchmarks against which later results may be compared.

The First-Best Outcome. The �rst-best outcome requires that, for each state � 2 �, trade be at an

e�cient level q 2 argmax
q0�0 v(q

0; �)�c(q0; �). Given e�cient trading, the �rst-best outcome further requires

that the investments, (b; s), maximize the total expected gains to trade:

W �(b; s) � �(b; s)� b� s;

where

�(b; s) �

Z 1

0

Z 1

0

�(�; �; b; s)dF (�js)dG(�jb):

We make an additional assumption:

Assumption 5: W �(�; �) is strictly concave.12 Its unique maximizer (b�; s�) > (0; 0).

The pair of �rst-best investments, (b�; s�), can be characterized as follows. Let b = B�(s) denote the

e�cient response of b given s, i.e.,

B�(s) � argmax
~b�0

�(~b; s)� ~b; (1)

and let s = S�(b) denote the e�cient response of s given b, i.e.,

S�(b) � argmax
~s�0

�(b; ~s)� ~s: (2)

10 This most general contract can be enforced with a speci�c performance damage clause (see Edlin and
Reichelstein (1996a)). While the judicial cost associated with enforcing the most general menu contract may
limit its feasibility, we allow it to establish the most general statement about irrelevance of contracting.
11 It is possible to specify an underlying bargaining game that corresponds to a constant bargaining share,

e.g., a generalized Nash bargaining game or a Rubinstein bargaining game with di�erent discount factors.
Appendix A of Edlin and Reichelstein (1996a) develops a more fully speci�ed model of renegotiation with
speci�c performance, using Myerson's bargaining model, which also applies here. For some part of the paper,
they consider a monotone sharing rule, which is more general than the constant sharing rule. All of our
results hold with the monotone sharing rule as long as the share is su�ciently close to being constant, but
only with a considerable loss of expositional clarity.
12 W �(�; �) is strictly concave if, for example, Fs(�j�) = Gb(�j�) = 0 and v(q; �; �; b; s) � c(q; �; �; b; s) is

su�ciently concave in (b; s) for all (q; �; �) so that �(�; �; b; s) is strictly concave in (b; s).
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(By Assumptions 3 and 5, these functions are well de�ned and bounded above.) Then, the e�cient pair

satis�es b� = B�(s�) and s� = S�(b�).

No Contracting \Williamson" Game. Now suppose that the parties do not write a contract initially

and instead simply bargain ex post to determine the terms of trade after the realization of �. This situation

is precisely what Williamson considered as the market transaction. Since bargaining is e�cient, an e�cient

quantity will be chosen. The buyer and the seller internalize 1 � � and � fractions of the net surplus,

respectively. At date 0, each party chooses his or her investment level to maximize his or her expected gains

from trade, given that the other party does the same, i.e., their choices form an equilibrium.

Let b = B(s) be the buyer's best-response to s, which maximizes

Uw

B
(b; s) � (1� �)�(b; s)� b; (3)

given s, and let s = S(b) denote the seller's best response to b, which maximizes

Uw

S
(b; s) � ��(b; s)� s; (4)

given b. Both B(�) and S(�) are well-de�ned by Assumptions 3 and 5, and an equilibrium pair of investments

exists. For simplicity, we make the following assumption.

Assumption 6: There exists a unique equilibrium pair of investments, (bw; sw), in the Williamson game.

Comparing (3) and (4) with (1) and (2), it is clear that B(�) � B�(�) and S(�) � S�(�). Furthermore,

for all � 2 (0; 1), bw < B�(sw) and sw < S�(bw), whenever B�(sw) > 0 and S�(bw) > 0.13 In this sense,

the investments are less than socially optimal. (This does not necessarily imply that (bw; sw) < (b�; s�),

although strict inequality must hold for at least one component.) This underinvestment result is well known

and directly follows from the parties receiving only a fraction of the marginal returns to their investments.

For the Williamson game, total expected gains to trade are W �(bw; sw) < W �(b�; s�).

4. Contracting with Commitment

This section assumes that the parties can commit themselves not to renegotiate a contract. As we show,

given this assumption, there is a contract that can implement the e�cient outcome.

For each state � 2 �, an outcome of trade is denoted as a pair, hq(�); t(�)i, where q is quantity traded and

t is a transfer from the buyer to the seller. An outcome function is a mapping, hq; ti : � �! <+ �<. With

13 For all b � B�(s),
(1� �)�b(b; s)� 1 < �b(b; s) � 1 � 0;

which implies that, unless B�(sw) = 0, bw < B�(sw). Similarly, sw < S�(bw), unless S�(bw) = 0.
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the commitment not to renegotiate, any outcome function that generates nonnegative surplus to each party

in every state can be implemented as an equilibrium. A simple mechanism that works is the so-called \shoot

the liar mechanism:" both parties are asked to report their observed state � 2 �, and if their reports match,

then the outcome for that state is enforced; otherwise, both parties are penalized by zero trade and zero

transfer. In this mechanism, each party has nothing to gain from lying, if the other party reports truthfully,

so the chosen outcome function can be implemented as an equilibrium. This mechanism may admit multiple

equilibria, some of which may implement an unintended outcome. Virtually all such outcome functions can

be implemented as unique subgame perfect equilibria, though, by using the sequential mechanism suggested

by Moore and Repullo (1988). The important point is that, with the commitment not to renegotiate the

initial contract, the information that the parties commonly observe can be costlessly revealed to a third

party. Hence, a complete contract that depends on the true (more precisely truthfully revealed) state is

possible. To achieve the �rst-best outcome, it therefore su�ces to �nd an outcome function that provides

the parties with the correct marginal returns to their investments.

PROPOSITION 1. If the parties can commit not to renegotiate their original contract, then the e�cient

outcome can be implemented as a subgame perfect equilibrium.14

Proof. Let q�(�) 2 argmaxq v(q; �) � c(q; �), and recall �(�), the maximum net joint surplus. (The

arguments of q� will be suppressed henceforth.) Consider an outcome function in which q(�; �; b; s) �

q�(�; �; b; s) and t(�; �; b; s) � v(q�; �; �; b; s)��(�; b) for all (�; �; b; s) 2 �, where

�(�; b) �

Z 1

0

�(�; �; b; s�)dF (�js�) + T;

for an arbitrary constant T . Such a pro�le satis�es the conditions of Moore and Rafael Repullo (1988) and

thus can be implemented as a (unique) subgame perfect equilibrium.15 Since the equilibrium quantity is

e�cient in the pro�le, it su�ces to show that the outcome function yields the e�cient investment choices

(b�; s�) as an equilibrium.

14 In this sense, the current result generalizes the e�ciency results in the sel�sh investment contexts of
William Rogerson (1992) and Benjamin Hermalin and Michael Katz (1993). After establishing our result,
we learned of the e�ciency result by Maskin and Tirole (1997). While the scope of their result is broader,
encompassing unforeseen contingencies, our proof is more explicit in the construction of the equilibrium
outcome pro�le.
15 Given quasilinear preferences of the parties, the Moore-Repullo implementation requires: (i) the outcome

functions are well-behaved in the sense of Rogerson (1992), (which roughly means that the outcome pro�les
are the same for all payo�-equivalent states) and (ii) the payo� functions are uniformly bounded under
the chosen outcome functions (see Rogerson (1992) Appendix B). Given our construction of the outcome
functions, condition (i) holds (subject to uniform selection of an e�cient quantity for all the payo�-equivalent
states). Condition (ii) also holds because of Assumption 3.
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Suppose that the buyer chooses b�. Then, the seller's ex ante expected payo� associated with s is:

Z
1

0

Z
1

0

[v(q�; �; �; b�; s)� c(q�; �; �; b�; s)��(�; b�)]dF (�js)dG(�jb�)� s

=�(b�; s)�

Z
1

0

�(�; b�)dG(�jb�)� s:

Clearly, the seller will choose s� = S�(b�) (if she initially participates in the contract).

Likewise, if the seller chooses s� = S�(b�), the buyer has the ex ante expected payo�:

Z
1

0

�(�; b)dG(�jb)� b

=

Z
1

0

Z
1

0

�(�; �; b; s�)dF (�js�)dG(�jb) + T � b

=�(b; s�) + T � b:

Clearly, the buyer will also choose b� = B�(s�), his �rst-best investment. Since (b�; s�) are the �rst-best

investments, there exists a T that induces participation of both parties.

The �rst-best outcome is especially easy to implement if only one party, say the seller, makes investments.

Then, a simple two-stage scheme works in which the investing party (the seller) announces a transfer and

a quantity in the �rst stage (after the realization of the state), and the other party (the buyer) accepts or

rejects the o�er in the second stage, with rejection resulting in no trade and zero transfer. This scheme

essentially makes the investing party a residual claimant, who then naturally has the incentive to choose the

e�cient quantity and investment.

A critical condition for the mechanism in Proposition 1 to work is a credible commitment not to renego-

tiate an initial contract. Without the commitment power, an e�cient outcome may not arise. For instance,

the desirable performance of the two-stage mechanism relies on the enforcement of \no trade" if the buyer

rejects the seller's o�er. Yet, if zero trade is ine�cient, the parties will have an incentive to renegotiate

the outcome, with the resulting surplus divided according to their relative bargaining strengths. Hence, the

mechanism fails to provide su�cient incentives for the seller to invest. In general, the renegotiation possibil-

ity can impede the parties' ability to generate contractual incentives for investments. We now address this

issue for cooperative investments.

5. Contracting with Renegotiation

In this section, we suppose that the parties cannot credibly commit not to renegotiate. This assumption

is consistent with the current judicial system under which any mutually-agreed-upon modi�cations to a

contract are enforceable; i.e., \those who make a contract, may unmake it."16 Although the parties may still

16 Beatty v. Guggenheim Exploration Co., 122 N.E. 378, 387-88 (N.Y. 1919). This opinion by Justice
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circumvent renegotiation by specifying a clause that penalizes themselves for attempting to renegotiate,17

courts are generally unwilling to enforce such non-modi�cation clauses (see Jolls (1997)). We do not argue

here that renegotiation is unavoidable in all circumstances. Indeed, we believe that the ability to avoid

renegotiation may be supported under some organizational forms. (See a remark on this point in our

conclusion section.) Rather, our approach here is to take the possibility of renegotiation as a practical

reality and explore its implications.

As mentioned, the possibility of renegotiation may undermine the incentives for investment. This

problem can be overcome with purely sel�sh investments, as evidenced by Edlin and Reichelstein's e�ciency

result. In stark contrast to their result, we show that, if investments are su�ciently cooperative, then not

only is the �rst-best outcome unachievable, but contracting is irrelevant.

Before proceeding with the general analysis, we illustrate the intuition of the main result by exploring

the contract scheme suggested by Edlin and Reichelstein (1996a,b).

5.1. The Value of Non-Contingent Contracts

Edlin and Reichelstein suppose that the parties agree to a non-contingent initial contract (henceforth

called a simple contract) at date 0 that speci�es hq; ti, where q denotes quantity and t denotes a lump-sum

transfer payment by the buyer. These contract terms can be renegotiated to an ex post e�cient quantity

after the parties realize the state of nature, � 2 �. Since our purpose here is mainly illustrative, we consider

a special case where only the seller makes an investment. Speci�cally, assume that v(q; �; �; b; s) = V (q; �; s),

c(q; �; �; b; s) = C(q; �; s) and F (�jb) = F (�) for all �. Rede�ne �(�; s) and �(s) correspondingly, with a

slight abuse of notation.

Using backward induction, we begin with the last period. After date 3, the parties renegotiate the initial

contract hq; ti to an ex post e�cient outcome.18 Given the initial contract and the subsequent renegotiation,

the seller's expected payo� from choosing s at date 1 is:

UER

S
(s; q) � E�ft� C(q; �; s) + �[�(�; s)� fV (q; �; s)� C(q; �; s)g]g� s:

The term t � C(q; �; s) represents the seller's status quo payo� under the initial contract. The next term

represents the seller's share of the surplus arising from renegotiation. As mentioned before, the seller captures

Cardozo focuses on the chronology of agreements, as pointed out by Christine Jolls (1997). An original
contract and a subsequent renegotiation of the contract represent two agreements by the parties, distinguished
only in chronology. According to this view, the last one in time prevails. The Uniform Commercial Code
(section 2-209) allows any modi�cations to a contract, given a showing that they are motivated by (for
example) \a market shift that makes performance come to involve a loss" (Jolls, 1997).
17 For example, Maskin and Tirole (1997) suggest a contract that speci�es a large penalty that can be

collected by a party upon evidence that his partner attempted to renegotiate. Such a contract creates a
prisoner's dilemma situation in which neither party initiates renegotiation in equilibrium.
18 Date 3 is irrelevant in this scheme since the initial contract is a single transfer-quantity pair.
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� fraction of the gains from renegotiation, which is the di�erence between the joint surplus under the original

contract terms, V (q; �; s) � C(q; �; s), and the joint surplus that would result from renegotiation, �(�; s).

The seller chooses her investment s to maximize UER

S
(s; q). The equilibrium investment, if positive, satis�es

the �rst-order condition:

@UER

S
(s; q)

@s
= ��0(s) �E�f�Vs(q; �; s) + (1� �)Cs(q; �; s)g � 1 = 0: (5)

It is instructive to analyze the terms in (5). The �rst term, ��0(s), represents the marginal return to the

investment generated through ex post bargaining process. This would be the only marginal return to the

investment, had there been no contract. The next term inside the expectation operator captures the e�ect

that the investment has on the relative status quo position of the seller in renegotiation. Speci�cally, an

investment by the seller increases her status quo position by�Cs(q; �; s) and it increases the buyer's status quo

payo� by Vs(q; �; s). The former e�ect improves the seller's bargaining position by �(1��)Cs(q; �; s).
19 The

latter e�ect worsens the seller's bargaining position by �Vs(q; �; s) since the improved status quo position

of the buyer means a smaller gain from renegotiation, the � fraction of which the seller receives. The

expectation term thus captures the net gain in the seller's bargaining position resulting from her investment.

To see why the nature of speci�c investments matters for the simple contract, consider two extreme cases.

Suppose �rst a purely sel�sh investment with Vs � 0 and Cs < 0 for all (q; �; s). Then, the expectation term

reduces to E�f(1��)Cs(q; �; s)g. If there exists q such that E�fCs(q; �; s
�)g = ��0(s�),20 then the �rst-best

outcome can be achieved with a default quantity of q. This is the point made by Edlin and Reichelstein

(1996a,b). Next suppose a purely cooperative investment with Vs > 0 and Cs � 0 for all (q; �; s). Then, the

expectation term reduces to E�f�Vs(q; �; s)g � 0. Thus, for all q � 0 and for all s > sw,

@UER

S
(s; q)

@s
� ��0(s) � 1 < 0;

which implies that s � sw for all q � 0. Therefore, in this case, setting q = 0 is optimal, which yields the

Williamson outcome. In contrast to the Edlin and Reichelstein's result, the simple contract has no value in

this case.

It is now useful to consider a hybrid case where the seller's investment has both cooperative and sel�sh

elements (i.e., Vs > 0 and Cs < 0.) Inspecting (5) reveals how the seller's bargaining power a�ects her

incentive for investment. As the seller's bargaining share � increases, she becomes more sensitive to the

change in the buyer's status quo position and less sensitive to the change in her own status quo position,

19 An increase in a status quo position by a dollar reduces the gains from renegotiation by a dollar, the �
fraction of which the seller is entitled to, so the net gain for the seller is the (1� �) fraction of a dollar.
20 This condition will be satis�ed, by the intermediate value theorem, if cqs < 0 for all (q; �; s), as is

assumed by Edlin and Reichelstein.
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as the former inuences the bargaining outcome more. Hence, the cooperative element of the investment

becomes more important for the seller, which implies that the simple contract becomes less e�ective in

inducing the seller's investment. The following proposition characterizes di�erent possibilities.

PROPOSITION 2. If only the seller makes an investment, then there exist �̂� and �̂ with 0 � �̂� � �̂ � 1,

such that: (i) the �rst-best outcome is attained if � < �̂�; (ii) a simple contract is valuable (i.e., q > 0 is

optimal) but the �rst-best outcome is unattainable if �̂� < � < �̂; and (iii) the simple contract has no value

(i.e., it is optimal to set q = 0) if � � �̂.

Proof. See Appendix A.

It is intuitive that contracting could be more valuable for the party with less bargaining power. It is

somewhat surprising, however, that the �rst-best outcome may be attainable when the investing party has

the least bargaining power. The intuition is as mentioned above: a party with a smaller bargaining share is

more sensitive to a change in her status quo position and less sensitive to a change in her partner's status

quo position, so the cooperative nature of an investment has less adverse e�ect on the investment. This

point can be illustrated by an example.

Example: Let V (q; �; s) = �(s + 3)minfq; 1g and let C(q; �; s) = q=s if q � 2 and C(q; �; s) =1 if q > 2,

where � 2 f0; 1g with equal probabilities. It is straightforward that the optimal quantity is q�(�; s) = 1 if

� = 1 and s � :30, and q�(�; s) = 0 otherwise. The e�cient level of investment is s� = 1. Figure 2(a) plots

the expected joint surplus as a function of �. For � < �̂ = :77, the simple contract with q = 2 is valuable and

more so as � decreases. At � = �̂� = 0, the �rst-best is attained (with the resulting joint surplus equaling

.5). For � � :77, the simple contract adds no value. As � rises in this region, however, the holdup problem is

diminished since the seller appropriates more marginal return and becomes a residual claimant when � = 1,

so the holdup problem is the most serious at � � :76.

To illustrate that the region where the simple contract is worthless expands as the investment becomes

more cooperative, suppose now that V (q; �; s) = �(3s=2+2)minfq; 1g and that C(q; �; s) = q=(2s) for q � 2,

with the rest of the structure remaining the same. Figure 2(b) shows that the simple contract has no value

for � � :68. Further, the �rst-best can never be attained by the simple contract. The joint surplus is lowest

at � � :67.

5.2. General Results

We now show that our insight holds for more general contracting schemes and for the general payo�

speci�cations in Section 2. To allow for all possible contracting schemes, we appeal to the revelation principle,

13



which enables us to restrict attention to direct revelation mechanisms. A direct revelation mechanism speci�es

the pre-negotiation contract terms as functions of both parties' reports about the state of nature, in a way

that gives the parties an incentive to report truthfully. Let � � (�; �; b; s) 2 � be the true state, and let

�B � (�B; �B; bB; sB) 2 � and �S � (�S; �S; bS; sS) 2 � respectively denote the parties' reports about �.

Then, the mechanism determines the quantity to be traded, q, and a transfer, t, as functions of the reports,

�B and �S. Formally, the mechanism is a mapping hq; ti : �2 ! <+ � <.21

The time line is the same as described in Section 2, with the contract terms chosen at date 3 as a

function of the parties' reports about the state. Suppose that at date 3, the realized state is � and reports

�B and �S are chosen. The contract terms are then renegotiated to an e�cient trade level if q(�B ; �S) 62

argmax
q
v(q; �) � c(q; �). This sequence generates payo�s for the buyer and the seller that are:

uB(�B; �S; �) � v(q(�B ; �S); �) � t(�B; �S) + (1 � �)[�(�)� fv(q(�B ; �S); �) � c(q(�B; �S); �)g]

and

uS(�B; �S; �) � t(�B; �S)� c(q(�B; �S); �) + �[�(�)� fv(q(�B; �S); �) � c(q(�B ; �S); �)g];

respectively. In each of these expressions, the �rst term represents the relevant party's status quo payo� under

the initial contract, while the bracketed term represents the party's share of the surplus from renegotiation.

Notice that uB(�B ; �S; �) + uS(�B; �S; �) = �(�) for all �B; �S; � 2 �, i.e., the game is a �xed-sum game

ex post. This �xed-sum game nature of the problem plays an important role in the subsequent analysis.

When reporting truthfully in state �, the two parties receive uB(�) � uB(�; �; �) and uS(�) � uS(�; �; �),

respectively.

The contracting problem facing the parties is to �nd a direct mechanism that solves:

max
q(�);t(�);b;s

�(b; s)� b� s [R]

subject to

uB(�) � uB(�B; �; �) 8�; �B 2 �(BIC)

uS(�) � uS(�; �S; �) 8�; �S 2 �(SIC)

b 2 argmax
~b�0

UB(~b; s)� ~b(BI)

s 2 argmax
~s�0

UB(b; ~s)� ~s;(SI)

21 That is, we rule out random mechanisms. Random mechanisms are questionable in terms of enforce-
ability. Furthermore, allowing random mechanisms does not change our results qualitatively (while adding
notational clutter). Our main results in Proposition 3 go through with �, ��, � and �� modi�ed appro-
priately. (The inequalities associated with the measures should now hold in expected value terms for every
lottery that selects a positive quantity with nonzero probability.) Note that random mechanisms play a
nontrivial role if the parties are risk averse (see Maskin and Tirole (1997)).
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where

Ui(b; s) �

Z
1

0

Z
1

0

ui(�; �; b; s)dF (�js)dG(�jb);

for i = B; S.

Because of renegotiation, the objective function assumes the �rst-best trading decision. Conditions

(BIC) and (SIC) ensure that both parties report truthfully (knowing that the chosen contract terms will be

negotiated to an e�cient quantity) as a Nash equilibrium for any subgame following every state � 2 � (even

for (b; s) o� the equilibrium path).22 Requiring truthful reporting to be a Nash equilibrium on and o� the

equilibrium path follows from the subgame perfection requirement. Constraints (SI) and (BI) mean that the

parties' investment choices are mutual best responses, given ex post truthful reporting of the realized state

by the parties.23

The revelation principle ensures that the above constraints admit all subgame perfect equilibrium out-

comes resulting from any feasible contract schemes. Suppose that an arbitrary contracting scheme speci�es

a game to be played by the parties prior to the renegotiation stage. Without loss of generality, we can

interpret hq(�B; �S); t(�B; �S)i as the outcome in this game of the buyer and the seller playing the strategies

of states �B and �S, respectively. Clearly, the subgame perfect equilibrium of this game requires (BIC) and

(SIC) to be satis�ed; i.e., each must �nd it in his best interest to play the strategy of state � in state � when

the other does the same.

Inspecting (BIC) and (SIC), it is instructive to note that the standard �rst-order approach does not work

since the payo� functions, uB and uS, do not satisfy the single-crossing property, given the arbitrariness of

the functional structures of hq; ti. In the current setting, however, the �xed-sum game nature of the problem

allows us to solve the problem without the �rst-order approach. Recall �; ��; �, and �� from Section 2.

LEMMA 1. For any (b; s) 2 <2
+,

@US(b; s)

@s
� lim sup

s0!s

US(b; s)� US(b; s
0)

s � s0

�
� ��s(b; s); if � � �;

< �s(b; s); if �� < �,

and

@UB(b; s)

@b
� lim sup

b0!b

UB(b; s)� UB(b
0; s)

b� b0

�
� (1� �)�b(b; s); if � � �;

< �b(b; s); if �� > �.

22 Our equilibrium concept may permit multiple equilibria, some of which may involve untruthful reporting.
The equilibrium payo�s are unique, however, since the game becomes a �xed-sum game ex post. Moreover,
the lack of unique implementation is not a concern, since our aim is to prove a negative result that contracting
has limited value, and requiring uniqueness cannot increase the value of contracting.
23 The above program does not require participation constraints. Since the no contracting outcome gives

the lower bound for [R], however, there exists a �xed side payment that can induce both parties to participate.
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Proof. See Appendix B.

Lemma 1 implies that, if the investments are su�ciently cooperative (in the sense that � and �� are

small, and � and �� are large, relative to �), then there exists an upper bound on the marginal return to

the investment that each party internalizes. Such a bound also means that there is a limit on the extent to

which incentives can be provided to each party for his or her investment through contracting. In particular,

we show that, if � 2 [�; �] (i.e., the investments are su�ciently cooperative), then investments attainable

under any feasible mechanism are bounded by B(�) and S(�) { the best response curves in the Williamson

game.

PROPOSITION 3. Assume that the parties cannot commit not to renegotiate the contract. (i) If � > ��

or � < ��, then the �rst-best outcome cannot be achieved by any contract. (ii) If � 2 [�; �], then any

feasible investment pair (b; s) belongs to a set, 
 � f(b0; s0) : b0 � B(s0) and s0 � S(b0)g. If, in addition,

W �(bw; sw) � W �(b; s) for all (b; s) 2 
, then the solution to [R] can be implemented by the parties not

writing an initial contract, which generates the Williamson outcome. That is, the optimal contract is no

contract.24

Proof: For the proof of (i), we show that, if � > �, then for any feasible contract, s < S�(b), which

is su�cient for unattainability of the �rst-best outcome. The case of � < � is symmetric and thus omitted.

Assume that � > � and suppose, to the contrary, that s � S�(b). Then, for any such s,

@US(b; s)

@s
� 1 < �s(b; s)� 1 � 0;

where the �rst inequality follows from Lemma 1, and the second follows from s � S�(b), and Assumption 5.

The inequality implies that the seller has an incentive to lower her investment whenever s � S�(b), which

implies that s < S�(b) in any feasible outcome.

We next show that, if � 2 [�; �], then s � S(b) and b � B(s). Suppose, to the contrary, that s > S(b).

Then,

@US(b; s)

@s
� 1 � ��s(b; s)� 1 < 0;

where the �rst inequality follows from Lemma 1, and the second follows from s > S(b), and Assumption 5.

The above inequality implies that it pays the seller to lower her investment, which provides the contradiction.

Therefore, we conclude that s � S(b). The proof for b � B(s) is similarly obtained.

24 Maskin and Tirole (1997) establish an e�ciency result in the presence of renegotiation. Their result how-
ever depends on risk aversion of the parties and another condition called \renegotiation welfare neutrality."
Neither condition holds in our setting.
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If, in addition, W �(bw; sw) � W �(b; s) for all (b; s) 2 
, then W �(bw; sw) is the upper bound for the value

of [R]. This upper bound is clearly attained by the Williamson mechanism, hq; ti = h0; 0i, i.e, no contracting.

Since this mechanism trivially satis�es (BIC) and (SIC) (inducing truthful reporting as a weakly dominant

strategy), writing no initial contract solves [R] in this case.

The �rst part of the proposition implies the following.

COROLLARY 1: If �� � ��, then the �rst-best outcome cannot be attained for any � 2 [0; 1].25

The condition for the Corollary holds if one investment is su�ciently cooperative relative to the other

(e.g., if one investment is purely cooperative: �� = 0 or �� = 1).

The second part of the Proposition speci�es two conditions that are su�cient to render contracting

worthless. The �rst condition (� 2 [�; �]) holds if both investments are su�ciently cooperative. This

condition becomes less restrictive as the investments become more cooperative since, as was noted in Section

2, � decreases and � increases as both investments become more cooperative. If both investments are purely

cooperative, for example, � = 0 and � = 1. Given the condition, the feasible set of investments is bounded

by the best-response curves, B(�) and S(�), in the Williamson game. The set is depicted in Figure 3 as a

shaded region. (To aid understanding, the corresponding curves, B�(�) and S�(�), are drawn for the �rst-best

regime.) The second condition says that the equilibrium pair, W, in the Williamson game yields the highest

joint surplus among all points in the shaded region. In principle, this condition can fail (for example in the

depicted case), so in this case a contract may be valuable in implementing a point inside the shaded region

(for example, pair C).

Below, we provide two su�cient conditions for (bw; sw) to give the highest joint surplus in 
. One

su�cient condition is that the best response curves, B(�) and S(�), are nondecreasing. This holds if �(b; s)

is supermodular in (b; s), which means that Uw

B
(b; s) = (1 � �)�(b; s) � b and Uw

S
(b; s) = ��(b; s) � s are

both supermodular in (b; s).26

COROLLARY 2: If � 2 [�; �] and �(b; s) is supermodular in (b; s), then contracting has no value.

Proof: Since both UB(b; s) and US(b; s) are supermodular in (b; s), the best response curves, B(�) and

25 Aghion, Dewatripont and Rey (1994) argue that the �rst-best outcome cannot be attained by a non-
contingent contract that assigns the entire bargaining power to one party in the renegotiation game, if both
investments have cooperative elements. Proposition 3-(i) con�rms this observation, since, if both investments
are cooperative, �� < 1 and �� > 0, so the �rst-best outcome cannot be achieved if � = 0 or � = 1. Corollary
1 makes a more general point: the �rst-best is unattainable for any � 2 [0; 1] if �� � ��.
26 A weaker, yet more cumbersome, condition would be that Uw

B
(b; s) and Uw

S
(b; s) satisfy the single-crossing

property in (b; s) and in (s; b), respectively. See Theorem 4 of Paul Milgrom and Chris Shannon (1994).
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S(�), in the Williamson game are nondecreasing. For any (b; s) 2 
, de�ne a mapping � : 
! 
.

� (b; s) � (B(S(b)); S(b)):

We �rst show that � (b; s) 2 
 if (b; s) 2 
. Fix a (b; s) 2 
. Trivially, B(S(b)) � B(S(b)). So, it

su�ces to show that S(b) � S(B(S(b))). Since (b; s) 2 
 and B(�) is monotonic, b � B(s) � B(S(b)), which

in turn implies, by the monotonicity of S(�), that S(b) � S(B(S(b))). Combining the two arguments yields

� (b; s) 2 
, as desired.

Now observe that, for any (b; s) 2 
,

W �(� (b; s)) � W �(b; S(b)) �W �(b; s);

where the �rst inequality holds since b � B(S(b)), B(�) � B�(�), and W �(�; �) is strictly concave, and the

second inequality holds analogously. Since � (b; s) 2 
 for (b; s) 2 
, applying the inequality recursively,

W �(�T (b; s)) is nondecreasing in T for any (b; s) 2 
.

Finally, supermodularity and the uniqueness of the equilibrium in the Williamson game implies that,

for any (b; s) 2 
, T1(b; s) � limT!1 �T (b; s) exists and equals (bw; sw).27

Combining all arguments, W �(bw; sw) = W �(�1(b; s)) � W �(b; s) for all (b; s) 2 
. Hence, the result

follows from Proposition 3-(ii).

In words, supermodularity means that an investment by one party increases the marginal return to

the other party's investment. The supermodularity of W �(�; �) covers a large class of cases studied in the

literature. For example, the payo� functions studied by Edlin and Reichelstein, Chung, Aghion, Dewatripont,

and Rey, and Hermalin and Katz all exhibit supermodularity.28

27 Note �rst that for any (b; s) 2 
, the sequence f�T (b; s)g is monotonic, so its limit �1(b; s) � (b; s) exists.

Suppose that (b; s) 6= (bw; sw). Since (bw; sw) is the unique equilibrium, it must be that (b; s) 6= � (b; s). Let

k(b; s)� � (b; s)k � � > 0. Then, by the continuity of � (�; �) (which follows from Berge's maximum theorem)

and the de�nition of (b; s), there exists T such that, for any T 0 > T , k� (�T
0

(b; s))� � (b; s)k < �=2. The latter
fact, however, implies that

k�T
0+1(b; s)� (b; s)k >

�

2
;

for all T 0 > T , which contradicts the fact that �T (b; s) converges to (b; s).
28 These papers assume that the cross partial derivatives of v and �c with respect to quantity and in-

vestment are positive. (Hermalin and Katz have a di�erent speci�cation with the same avor.) Con-
sider a pure cooperative investment analogy of their model in which v(q; �; �; b; s) � V (q; �; s) and
c(q; �; �; b; s) � C(q; �; b) and that Fs � 0. If Vqs > 0 and Cqb < 0 for all (q; �; b; s), in keeping with
their assumptions, then

@2�(b; s)

@b@s
= E

�
@2V (q�; �; s)

@s@q

@q�

@b

�
� 0;

since q� is nondecreasing in b, which in turn follows from the positive cross partial derivative conditions.
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One-sided investment o�ers another su�cient condition. Suppose, without loss of generality, that only

the seller makes an investment. One way to assume this in our model is to �x b � 0. Then, W �(0; sw) �

W �(0; s) for all s � sw, since sw < s� and since W �(0; �) is strictly concave. Therefore, we have the following

result.

COROLLARY 3: If only the seller makes an investment and � � �, then the optimal contract is no

contract. A symmetric result holds for a one-sided investment by the buyer if � � �.

6. Conclusions

Several recent articles have shown that the �rst-best outcome for bilateral trade, even in the face of

speci�c investments and incomplete contracting, can be supported with appropriately-designed contracts.

These results, for the most part, hold only for speci�c investments that bene�t the investor (e.g., the seller's

investment reduces her cost of producing the good). This paper �nds very di�erent results for speci�c

investments which render direct bene�ts to the investor's partner.

With cooperative investments, the value of contracting varies depending on whether the parties can or

cannot commit not to renegotiate the contract. With a commitment not to renegotiate, there exist schemes

that achieve e�ciency. If the parties have di�culty committing not to renegotiate and if the investments are

su�ciently cooperative, however, then not only is the e�cient outcome unachievable, but the parties may

not do better than limiting themselves to ex post negotiation.

By specifying conditions under which contracts are not e�ective, this paper shows that the holdup

problem remains a valid concern. One response to our negative result is to abandon contracting altogether

in favor of spot markets with their attendant underinvestment consequences. This point may explain the

oft-observed paucity of explicit contracting in business transactions (for example, see Macaulay (1963)).

More constructively, we can ask whether the organizational safeguards suggested in the literature provide

e�ective remedies against the holdup problem in the presence of cooperative investments. The arguments

for some of the well-known safeguards such as vertical integration (Klein, Crawford and Alchian, 1978;

Williamson, 1979) and asset ownership allocation (Grossman and Hart, 1985; Hart and Moore, 1990) do

not hinge critically on the nature of speci�c investments, so their prescriptions appear valid even in the

cooperative setting.29 It is the necessity of these safeguard arrangements for which the nature of investments

29 One can incorporate the issue of asset ownership allocation in our model. To illustrate, consider the
special case where only the seller invests, and recall V (q; �; s) and C(q; �) are the buyer's value and the seller's
cost of performance, when the transaction takes place between the two parties. Suppose that each party
requires an asset for operation. If the assets are owned separately by the respective parties, then no trade
between the two parties results in no trade and zero surplus, as we assumed throughout. Suppose instead
that the buyer owns both assets. Then, in the event of no trade, we can assume that the buyer can still
produce according to C(q; �) but his value is only V (q; �; 0), i.e., he does not bene�t from the seller's speci�c
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matters and our theory contributes. With sel�sh investments, these safeguard arrangements are superuous

since contracting provides a superior and perhaps less costly remedy. With cooperative investments, however,

the current theory validates the necessity of the suggested organizational safeguards.

Our theory also identi�es the ability to avoid renegotiation as an important condition for achieving

e�ciency. Since the extent to which such an ability can be supported can vary across organizational forms,

this notion may o�er a useful new perspective on the theory of organization. For instance, intra�rm trade

resulting from vertical integration may be less susceptible to holdups than inter�rm trade if committing not

to renegotiate is more easily supported within the �rm (perhaps through headquarters) than outside.30 This

can also provide some insight on the internal organization of the �rm. For example, a division's decisions that

involve highly cooperative elements, such as those having signi�cant impact on the rest of the �rm's image

and strategy, may be more e�ciently governed by corporate headquarters (i.e., centralization), whereas it

may be e�ective to decentralize decisions that have mainly sel�sh elements. Aghion and Tirole (1997) reach

a similar conclusion. Finally, an implication can also be drawn about the judicial attitude towards enforcing

non-modi�cation clauses in contracting. The courts' current reluctance to enforce such clauses makes the

commitment to avoid renegotiation di�cult to achieve in a trade between nonintegrated parties. Enforcing

non-modi�cation clauses can therefore enhance e�ciency if cooperative investments are important.31

Another implication of our result relates to the foundations of incomplete contracting. Incompleteness is

often attributed to an inability to write contracts contingent on events that, while observable to the parties,

cannot be veri�ed by the court. A criticism of this approach is that such incompleteness can be \completed"

by having the parties generate veri�able signals, as occurs in the Moore and Repullo (1988) scheme, for

example. With sel�sh investments, designing such signals can cure the problem in the sense that e�ciency

can be achieved.32 With su�ciently cooperative investments and renegotiation, however, such a process

of generating veri�able signals add nothing, as we have shown. Thus, for this setting, the assumption of

observable but unveri�able contingencies remains a reasonable foundation for incomplete contracting.

investment. Alternatively, suppose that the seller owns both assets. In this case, suppose that the seller

can produce according to C(q; �) and can generate a value of ~V (q; �; s), where 0 < ~Vs(q; �; s) < Vs(q; �; s)
for all q > 0 and for all (�; s). Then, in all of the ownership arrangements, contracting has no value; and
at the same time, the seller-control regime is the best at overcoming the holdup problem, which con�rms
the general principle developed in Grossman and Hart (1986) and Hart and Moore (1990). Note, however,
Stephen Chiu (1996) shows that this principle is sensitive to the nature of the bargaining game.
30 By the same token, vertical integration may not solve the holdup problem without the commitment

ability. Robert Eccles and Harrison White (1988) report that division managers often prefer external trade
over internal trade, partly based on internal transactions being \fraught with more di�culties than were
external transactions" (p. S47).
31 See Jolls (1997) for a similar view.
32 Rogerson (1992) shows that the �rst-best outcome can be implemented with sel�sh investments using the

Moore-Repullo scheme, if renegotiation can be prevented. For the renegotiation case, Edlin and Reichelstein
show that the result holds for some circumstances.
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Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 2

Let

�̂� � inff� 2 [0; 1]jE�f�Vs(q; �; s
�) + (1� �)Cs(q; �; s

�)g � �(1� �)�0(s�); 8q � 0g: (A1)

and let

�̂ � inff� 2 [0; 1]jE�f�Vs(q; �; s) + (1 � �)Cs(q; �; s)g � 0; 8q � 0; 8s > swg: (A2)

When the condition in (A1) (resp. (A2)) is unsatis�ed for all �, let �̂� � 1 (resp. �̂ � 1). (These measures

are similar to �� and � but are more tightly de�ned for the current purpose.33) Note that 0 � �̂� � �̂ � 1.

Suppose �rst that � < �̂�. Then, since the left-hand side of the inequality in (A1) is zero when q = 0

and is continuous in q, there exists a q > 0 that makes both sides of (A1) equal. At such a q,

@UER

S
(s; q)

@s
= ��0(s) + (1� �)�0(s�) � 1

>
=
<
0, s

<
=
>
s�;

given the concavity of �(�). Hence, the seller will choose the �rst-best investment level.

Now suppose that �̂� < �. Then, for all q � 0, inequality (A1) holds with strict inequality. Therefore,

for all q � 0,

@UER

S
(s�; q)

@s
< ��0(s�) + (1� �)�0(s�)� 1 = 0;

so the �rst-best outcome can not be attained.

Now suppose that �̂ � �. Then, for any q � 0,

@UER

S
(s; q)

@s
� ��0(s) � 1 < 0;

for all s � sw. Thus, s � sw for all q > 0, so the simple contract can do no better than the Williamson

outcome. In this case, therefore, it is optimal to set q = 0.

33 More precisely, one can verify that �̂� � �� and �̂ � �.
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Appendix B: Proof of Lemma 1

We prove the �rst statement. The second statement follows analogously, using a symmetric argument.

Fix any �; �0 2 � Then, (SIC) implies that uS(�) � uS(�; �
0; �). Meanwhile, (BIC) implies that uB(�) �

uB(�
0; �; �), which, by the �xed-sum game property (i.e., uB(�) + uS(�) = uB(�

0; �; �) + uS(�
0; �; �) = �(�)),

in turn implies that uS(�) � uS(�
0; �; �). Combining the two results, we have

uS(�; �
0; �) � uS(�) � uS(�

0; �; �): (B1)

Following the same approach for state �0, we have

uS(�
0; �; �0) � uS(�

0) � uS(�; �
0; �0): (B2)

Combining (B1) and (B2) yields

uS(�) � uS(�
0)

�uS(�
0; �; �)� uS(�

0; �; �0)

=�[�(�)� �(�0)]� f�[v(q(�0; �); �) � v(q(�0; �); �0)] + (1 � �)[c(q(�0; �); �)� c(q(�0; �); �0)]g: (B3)

Fixing � = (�; �; b; s) and �0 = (�; �0; b; s), (B3) implies that

@uS(�; �; b; s)

@�
� lim sup

�0!�

uS(�; �; b; s)� uS(�; �
0; b; s)

� � �0

� ���(�; �; b; s)� lim inf
�0!�

f�v�(q(�
0; �); �) + (1� �)c�(q(�

0; �); �)g�
� ���(�; �; b; s); if � � �, and

< ��(�; �; b; s); if �� � �:
(B4)

Likewise, �xing �0 = (�; �; b; s0), (B3) implies that

@uS(�; �; b; s)

@s
� lim sup

s0!s

uS(�; �; b; s)� uS(�; �; b; s
0)

s� s0

� ��s(�; �; b; s)� lim inf
s0!s

f�vs(q(�
0 ; �); �) + (1� �)cs(q(�

0; �); �)g�
� ��s(�; �; b; s); if � � �, and

< �s(�; �; b; s); if �� � �:
(B5)

Combining (B4) and (B5), if � � �, then

@US(b; s)

@s
�

Z
1

0

Z
1

0

@uS(�; �; b; s)

@s
dF (�js)dG(�jb)�

Z
1

0

Z
1

0

@uS(�; �; b; s)

@�
Fs(�js)dG(�jb)

� �

Z 1

0

Z 1

0

�s(�; �; b; s)dF (�js)dG(�jb)� �

Z 1

0

Z 1

0

��(�; �; b; s)Fs(�js)dG(�jb)

= ��s(b; s):

The �rst inequality follows from a (generalized) version of the Fatou's lemma (see Royden (1968) p. 90).

Also recall that Fs � 0. The second inequality follows from (B4) and (B5). By a similar reasoning, if � > ��,

then

@US(b; s)

@s
< �s(b; s):

A similar method proves the second result.
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